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ABSTRACT

Name : Misna Mahyani
Reg. no : 40300105052
Title : Islamic Issues “The Kite Runner” Written by Khalled Hosseini.

This thesis studies about Islamic issues in the novel of Khalled Hosseini “The
Kite Runner”. The aim of this thesis is to find out Islamic issues presented and how
are those Islamic issues positively and negatively presented  in the novel “The Kite
Runner”.

Collecting data in this research counted on library data, the primary of data is
derived from the text of novel and movie “The Kite Runner” by Khalled Hosseini and
the second data are taken from literature texts such as books, papers, articles, and
internet browsing that is related to the issues.

Such as the findings and discussion in this thesis, the researcher finds Islamic
issues positively presented: friendship and adoption and negatively presented stealing
in family, childhood, and violence. The researcher also concludes that in the novel the
author describes life in Afghanistan, publish his novel in America , describe to
America about Afghanistan. Amir and Soraya that even big and lived in America but
they still in love with countries willing to build origin hospital for the victims of
Afghanistan war.

There are several moral values that can be applied in our daily life, ambition in a
wrong way can causes negative impact, not be easily influenced by someone’s saying
although she or he is one of our close friends before thinking carefully what results
we will get later, trust ourselves and afford with our own capability in reaching what
we wish and we have to fulfill our ambition in positive ways.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. Background

Issue or theme in literature is interesting to be discussed except it can

function as an entertainment, it can also give as much information about live

which we are not able to pass it through because of the limited time and movement

we have. Literature is created by using language as its medium, so language has an

important role in literature being. Literary works are the expression of man about

culture that influence the human life. We can also know that literature of

knowledge is to touch thinking, feeling, and emotion.

Literature is literally “ acquaintance with letters” as in the first sense given

from the latin litteratura (Teuw; 1984.22) or the term literature or sastra is used to

refer to social indicator that can be seen in all people elements; We can say that

literary work is a reflection of people’s life itself ’’ Sastra’’ derives from sanskrit

language, which is divided into two syllables ‘’sas’’ means to give directions or

instruction or give a lesson ,an ‘’Tra’’ means a medium. Hence, sastra means a

medium to give direction or instruction as a lesson ( Teeuw :1984,23).

In this case, novel is one of literature or literary work. Novel is a mirror of the

society. It always shows the situation of the society at the time. Novel and social
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life are related one another that we can not separate the novel from the cultural

background of the society where the book was written. Literary work consist not

only the collected stories that were written but it also a chronological expression

of the society when we are reading novel, it can give us pleasure and relaxation

from our activity.

One example of great work of literature whose content is the reflection of

society is The Kite Runner written by Khalled Hosseini. This novel illustrates the

living of this in Afghanistan. The Kite Runner by Khalled Hosseini was published

by Riverhead Books an imprint of Penguin, and The Kite Runner was said to be

first novel written in English by an Afghan writer, The book appeared on many

book club reading lists. The novel is set in Afghanistan from the late 1970s to

1981 and the beginning of the Soviet occupation, then in the Afghan community in

Fremont, California from the 1980s to the early 2000s, and finally in

contemporary Afghanistan during the Taliban regime.

The Kite Runner is the story of strained family relationships between a

father and a son, and between two brothers, on how they deal with guilt and

forgiveness, and how they coped the political and social transformations of

Afghanistan from the 1970s to 2001. The Kite Runner was publish in 2001. The

adult narrator, Amir, lives in San Francisco and is contemplating his past, thinking

about a boyhood friend whom he has betrayed. The action of the story then moves
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back ward in time to the narrator's early life in Kabul, Afghanistan, where he is the

only child of a privileged merchant. Amir's closest friend is his playmate and

Servant Hassan,a poor illiterate boy who is a member of the Hazara ethnic

minority. The Kite Runner, a coming-of-age novel, deals with the themes of

identity, loyalty, courage, and deception. As the protagonist Amir grows to

adulthood, he must come to terms with his past wrongs and adjust to a new culture

after leaving Afghanistan for the United States.

The novel sets the interpersonal drama of the characters against the

backdrop of the modern history of Afghanistan, sketching the political and

economic toll of the instability of various regimes in Afghanistan; from the end of

the monarchy to the Soviet-backed government of the 1980s to the fundamentalist

Taliban government of the 1990s. The action closes soon after the fall of the

Taliban and alludes to the rise of Hamid Karzai as leader of a new Afghan

government in the wake of the events of September 11.20.

Therefore, it will influence the development of our generation in the future.

All cultures for all over the worlds seem have the same fundamental perception

on this concern. This phenomenon is caused by cultural value, and morality

standard of the culture. In correlation to the development of science, people right

how do not reluctantly very much anymore  talk and even  conduct a research on
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this matter. This is because people have realized how important this problem to

solve particular purposes. Some example are reported from newspaper, TV, radio

etc finding about culture problem, stealing because of economic, drinking alcohol

or smoking due to many problems. It then continued that caused some factors. One

of  those factors is the low standard of morality of the society or loose of believe.

Actually such condition had been illustrated by some writers and authors

of literary work like Khalled Hosseini in this” The Kite Runner”. Novel The Kite

Runner is one of Khalled hosseini work, which is taking story about life of people

in Afghanistan and America, where in this novel happens many conflict between

the characters. ” The Kite Runner” tells about Mr,Amir’s family life where his

father has bad attitude  like drinking alcohol. Consequently Afghans who did drink

are, out of respect because it is moeslim country and smoking cause cancer . Based

on problems Khalled Hosseini take, the issue of friendshif, stealing, adoption and

violence as main studies in novel “ The Kite Runner”.

The study is concentrated on Islamic issues in the novel ‘’The Kite

Runner’’ by Khalled hosseini . This American novel has some Islamic issues

present and how those it positive or negative. It is interesting because it  has power

to affect human behavior, way of thinking, attitude, and their relationships with

another people.
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B. Problem Statement.

Based on the background, I formulated the problem statement as follow:

1. What Islamic issues are presented in the novel ?

2. How are those Islamic issues are positively or negatively presented ?

C. The Objective of the research.

Based on the research question above , the writer stated that this research aimed

at finding out ;

1. Several Islamic are presented in the novel.

2. Islamic issues are positively or negatively presented.

D. Significance of research

1. This research is expected to be beneficial for developing knowledge for the

writer herself in analyzing literary work. Beside that the result of the study

is helpful for those who are going to know how Islamic is presented and

whether those issues presented positively or negatively.

2. Informing the reader to know and more concern about behavior on   attitude

in making interaction with the society.

E. Scope of Research

The scope of this is restricted to describe about the  Islamic are present and

how those issues are present positive or negative on the novel “ The Kite

Runner”. By Khalled hosseini.
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F. Definition of term.

1.Islam.

The word Islam is derived from the Arabic root ” Salama” which means,

among other things, peace, purity, submission, and obedience ( Hammuda

Abdallati ;1997,11) or Islam is an Arabic word whose Literal translation

means peace and submission to the will god . Islam derives from two words

with the same root: ( Golam. W.Chaudhuku: 1993, 10 ).

2.Issue

Issue is the problem.( John M. Echols : 1992,228) or an aspect of a

topic that present a problem, the solution to which people disagree about (

Timonthy W. Crusius : 2003, G1) .The issues I explored in this novel is

the Islamic issues consisting of friendship, and war about stealing/thieft in

family, adoption, and violence.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

A. Previous Study

Relating with this thesis, some of the researchers investigated the

similar research. For example: Heni handayani (2005:8) studied Issue Gender

in the short story “The Jillting of Granny weather ” written by Katherine Anne

Potter. He described about women in America. The discussion is old woman

who lived with her son before her husband left her because he chose another

woman and then returned when his wife died along with children and caring

for her grandson-in-law until her death. Heni used the literary approach,

applying the theories of issue gender, Title, point of view, conflict, style, plot,

setting. Besides, the thesis writer used the theme to support the analysis.

Through the analysis of the short story, Heni finds out that the issue women of

the novel is how a woman capable of rearing their children

Yusuf (2007) in his thesis Racial Issues In Jear Toommer’s novel

“Cane” . The analysis explains about aspect of racial issues that emerge in the

novel and how racial issues conveyed in the novel and develop in the novel.

His research used approach structuralism genetic where date analyses make

method intrinsic and ekstrinsic. He finds out the literary relationship with the

state of the black community are discriminated by the white skin where they

7
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are living in poverty, backwardness in all aspects of life because of

discrimination.

Syahira (2008) conducted a study on the analysis of Global Warming

Issue  in Rolland Emerich’s “The Day After Tomorrow”. The analysis explains

about theme in the novel. Her research used descriptive methods and data

analyzed pure structuralism approach.

In her thesis, she analyzed about what was the effect of global

warming issue in the movie “ The Day After Tomorrow”. She finds out effect

of global warming issue was climate change affected extreme weather such as

storm, tornado, flooding, hail and hurricane.

In analyzing Islamic issues from the novel The Kite Runner by Khalled

Hosseini, the writer presents in the form of Islamic issues in the novel such as

the friendship and violence. In these studies Yusuf and Heni same as that

experienced by the life story of Hasan's family that she was abandoned by her

mother because of his choice and went him back when she was old and caring

for grandchildren, other than that there is class difference between Amir and

Hassan who in describing the novel " The Kite Runner ", then all three have

the same title that is the problem the same issue as the author review.
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B.Theorytical Approach.

The second part of this study will describe the meeting point of this

article with a previous reference for the study of literature is not new research,

especially the topic of literary phenomena associated with social, cultural, and politic

and other contemporary issues. Though Islamic literature is a matter that still has not

received all circles, many researchers have demonstrated the existence of Islamic

literary style. Among them is Abdul Hadi, who examines the works of Sufi literature

in Indonesia. Abdul Hadi study, but limited to the analysis of Sufi literature in

Indonesia. Touch on the problematic eksploration  about Islam the more distant and

presumably not present in-depth study .

If Abdul hadi research focuses more attention to Sufism in literary poetry

written by a poet in Indonesia in the classical era, Witclock tried to analyze the genre

of Islamic literature published in the USA. Mushrooming of literary works that the

characters are Muslim women and became a bestseller in the country raises many

questions. This is due to their readers are totally alien to the traditions posed by the

text. In his research, he stressed that such work is not only meant to build support for

the women of Afghanistan so that they can be freed from the confines of

fundamentalist Islam that oppress them, but more important things worth doing is

looking at how to further such work is produced, promoted, marketed semaju world to

readers in the USA and other developed countries such Australia and Europe. By

quoting the Chandra Talpalade Mohanti, Witclock revealed that this shows the
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inability of third world women to represent themselves. He will forever be read and

intelligibility in the developed world as a helpless that you can not maintain theirown

dirin. Thus, only in west circumstances they could express themselves with the help

of their counterparts in the west which of course gives exemption from confond

Islamic culture and their colleagues a helping hand is always waiting for the

(Witclock 57). By using the term paratext and epitext, Witclock shows how the

journey of a book the reader can form a mindset. Paratexts is a term that refers to how

a book works affect the audience, either read it or who have not read it, just by

looking at the cover, title, author status, dedication, epigraphy, introduction, and notes

the book. In other words, that the book has worked and influence people around him

since he displayed on bookstore shelves. While epitexts are the comments that are

beyond the book as a book review, a seminar on the book.(Withlock70)

The works taken as an object of research by Witclock also has become a

bestseller in Indonesia. Of course, these books have been tampered with and epiteks

parateks different. This work has been translated into Indonesian, with the front cover

depicts a veiled woman. This makes it much-loved by readers of Indonesian Muslim

adolescents. The presence of a novel genre of Islamic women in the city of New

York, of course astonishing. Pride to Islam and the reader's curiosity about Islam in

America encourages readers to buy books and translations of such books satisfy their

curiosity.
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Study of different objects, Tami in his article "Islamic Short Stories" trying to see

the image of Islamic women in the literary short story of Islam in Indonesia, which

since 2000 has its own place for the reader of Muslim youth in Indonesia. Even

Pena Circle Forum group has now produced some bestselling authors include

Habiburrahman Azzirasi. Given a collection of short stories published by Annida,

using the method of content analysis, Tami figures show that Muslim women who

use Islam attributes such as the headscarf, which must be diligent in doing religious

service and a circumcision, politely-spoken, was imaged as a woman who lived in

squalor, misery because tyranny villains, and the willingness to accept crash.

Muslim leaders are not portrayed as a figure who had a spirit that can fight to

change his fate but is a figure who is very weak and unable to defend himself other

than just doing prayers and patience. According to Tami, this is enough worry

because it can affect the living spirit of his readers (Tami, R :2007,6).

Based on an analysis of work Witclock literature against good public who read

or who have not read such a strong, research is intended to combine the findings.

From these findings, there appears paralel existing negative imagery on the west by

the existing imagery in Indonesia. This study aims to explain the cultural dialogue

that occurred in literature, and trying to see how the dialogue took place. With

nurturing, based on the questions that this study as described earlier chapter, the

theory of
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language linkages with community behavior introduced by Foucault will be the

foundation of our thinking in this study. Furthermore, linkage or dialogic literary

works will be approached with poskolonialisme approach developed by Homi

Bhabha ( Tami, R :2007,8).

C.Element – Element of the Novel :

a) Character

Character is an imagery person who acts in a story. We will know how

people act and think through character, what a character does with social condition

and social life,  because a character is also a member of society truth fully. Beside

that, it is a particular intrinsic element in developing a conflict in the story, so that he

is one of the things that very important in a fiction and even determine because it is

impossible if there a story without character that finally that a story line. All conflict

or events in the fiction expand through the action of the figures ( Sumardjo,1984:132).

Generally, character in a story has a certain characterization through his attitude,

utterance, and action for this many ways can be done to understand. There are two

methods of characterization: the dramatic and the analytic. In the dramatic, we form

our opinion of the character from they do and say, from their environment, and from

hat other character think of him.  In the analytic method, the author comments upon

the character, explaining their motives, their appearance, and their thoughts.

According to the role, character classified into the major character and minor
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character. Major character are the person who dominate the story from the

beginning until the end of story. They share active in making or creating the

conflicts and finally finish it. Usually these major character represent the author in

submitting messages or meaning life to reader; while minor characters are supporter

figures, their attendance is limited to the role they bring.

Furthermore, according to the function, major character is divided into

protagonist and antagonist. The protagonist character usually have the character of

goodness, helpful, patient, etc, while the antagonist character usually are the enemy

of the protagonist. They are usually identical with the bad things and very hateful to

protagonist. Generally they are troublemaker.

Besides, according to the existence, character are divided into fictional

character and non-fictional characters. A fictional character is a person whose

existence originates from a fictional work or performance. These character can be

animal, gods, and even inanimate objects; while a nonfictional character is a

character that actually exist in the history, though his exploitation in the story may

differ from his historical activities. ( Subair: 2007,8).

The follow are some ways in which readers sometimes classify character (

Kaufman,2007)

1. A dynamic character is one who changes significantly during the course of the

story. Changes considered to qualify a character as dynamic include changes in
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2. Insight or understanding changes in commitment, and changes in values

change in circumstance; even physical circumstance, do not apply unless they

result in some change within the character self .

A static character does no undergo significant change whether round of flat,

their personalities remain essentially stable throughout the course of the story.

This is commonly done with secondary characters in order to let them serve as

thematic or plot elements ( Subair in Kaufman: 2007,8).

b) Plot

In narrative, a plot or storyline is the rendering and ordering of the

events and actions of a story, particularly towards the achievements of some

particular artistic or emotional affect.

A plot is the motion structure in fiction. A plot is“  the arrangement of

incidents”  that each follow plausibly from the other. There is a great variety to

plot forms. Some plot is designed to achieve tragic, affects, and others to

achieve the effect of  comedy, romance, satire, and any other genre

The author plans plot. The story moves from a beginning through a

series of event to a climax or turning point, and then to a logical end. The

exciting forces are those statements or happenings that excite the reader and

are part of the build  up the story. The exciting forces are part of rising action

that leads up to a climax, point where the action is at its peak- most intense, or
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most dramatic- and then falls off to reveal what happens in the end.

Certaintly, a story is not follow this exact order, but even when it doesn’t,

most of these elements of plot will be in it. A story can start at the end in short,

the story may start at any point, but the other part will probably fit in it to give

the story unity ( Subair: 2007,9).

c) Theme

Theme of a story is any general ideas or insights the entire story reveals

in literary fiction, a theme is seldom so obvious. A theme is no necessarily a

moral or message; it my be what happening in a story or what the story is

about. A literary fiction, sometimes describes one main idea as the purpose of

the fiction that the author created. However sometimes theme in fiction is

implicit in a series of incident, therefore the reader need interpretation,

perception and be careful to catch what the author to convoy the reader.

From reading result the reader tries to find out the theme from story.

Because theme is generally have the character of neutrally in means that the

authors do not mention it directly, hence reader free to determine. It by himself

from the story according to understanding of those fiction.

d.) Setting.

In general, setting is identified as time and place where the story

take place. In literature, setting of a story is the time and location in which it

take place the term is relevant for various form of literary expression , such as
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short stories, novels, drama, and screenplays.

The authors describes the world they know. Sights, sounds, colours,

and textures are all vividly pointed in words. A writer imagines a story to be

happening in a place that is rooted in his mind. The locations of a story’s

actions, along with the time in which it occurs, is the setting ( Subair in

Kaufman: 2007,10).
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D.Framework Theory

Islamic Issues In American Novel At The Kite Runner
written by Khalled Hosseini about Afghanistan Published in

America

Object of study

Novel “The Kite Runner”

Previous Study Theoriytical Approach Element – Element of
Novel

1.) Islamic are presented in  the novel.

2.) Islamic issues are positively or negatively
presented.

Conclusion.



CHAPTER III.

Method Of The Research.

A. Research Method

Research is a systematic process, which is conducted by reliable

and qualified person to sort out a problem with the support of a certain

amount of specific data as the basic to draw conclusion. Research is not

only a systematic process, but using a scientific method also carries it out.

This research is included in descriptive research which involves

reading, comprehending, and giving meaning in interpreting the data. The

approach applied in this research is intrinsic approach, used to find out the

elements of the novel.

B. Data Sources

Before describing much about method of collecting data, the writer

explains the data first. Data in this research can be divided into two

categories, namely:

1. The primary data is the main data as the object of the research. In this

case, the primary data is the novel itself.

2. The secondary data is reference, which has something to do with the

topic of the research.

18
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C. Instrument of Data Collection

The instrument that the writer used in this thesis research was

paper note and  The Kite Runner movie. From this instrument, the writer

found and wrote the data or subject matter about Islamic issues in the novel

“The Kite Runner”.

D. Procedures of Data Collection

The procedures of data collection  used by writer were:

1. The writer read the novel carefully. Though this way, the writer notes

some events containing theme on that novel as the primary data.

2. The writer collected and read some related literatures beside that

watched “The Kite Runner” movie to support the object that world be

analyzed. This way was used to find out the secondary data in order to

get complex data research.

E. Technique of Data Analysis

The data collected were analyzed by using intrinsic analysis.

Intrinsic analysis is inner or from inside, and belonging to a thing by its

very nature from be treated as something intrinsic, as the very essence of

the thing.
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F. Procedures of Data Analysis

The procedure of data analysis:

1. The writer analyzed sentence in the novel carefully and then determine

that are found in the novel.

2. The writer identified the problem discussed on the study.

3. The writer observed all of the information and watched “ The Kite

Runner” movie, related to the topic of the study.

4. The writer drew conclusion about the information and get systematic

understanding about it.



CHAPTER IV

FINDING AND DISCUSSION

Based on the research, the writer will explain about what Islamic issues are

presented in the novel like: war, childhood, friendship, and so on. After that the

writer explains about how those Islamic issues positively or negatively effects in

the novel.

A. Finding.

1) Issues are present in the novel “The Kite Runner” by Khalled Hosseini

novel describes about  :

a).Stealing in family

b).Friendship

c) Childhood

d)  Violence

e)  Adoption

2) How those Islamic issues are presented positively or negatively in the novel.

21
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- Positively Presented :

a) Friendship.

Positive present because part of this story Hasan very is responsible to

Amir. He can do anything for him such as taking a kite, listening his short

story, preparing breakfast for Amir’s family, playing, and etc. But  Amir

didn’t  do anything and help Hasan when his friends strake to take a kite for

him.

b) Adoption

Positive because Amir and Soraya adopted Sohrab as son, beside that

Sohrab has problem solver because Hasan’s son and they didn’t  have

children since married 15 years later.

-Negatively Presented:

a). Stealing in family.

Negative because Amir’s father was irresponsible to Hasan. He gave

his son to his friends Ali is Hazara ( lower class in Afghan) and then Hasan

and Ali work in his home as  waiter so than Hasan loose  right as his son.
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b) Childhood

Negatively illustrated Amir’s journey. This journey start from a very

peaceful hometown with a very happy family and friend. However, this novel

shows after the appearance of Taliban, Amir’s family and friend scatter even

died.      .

c)  Violence

Negative because the Taliban do violence to Farzana without

clarifying the mistake.

B.Discussion

1. What Islamic issues are presented in the novel.

In this story it can be seen islamic issues presented in the novel, they are

the  part of this first  religion about  about friendship of Amir and Hasan

where Hasan can do   anything and always sacrifice for him, and second

about War between Afganisthan and Taliban about War Between here and the

Taliban which has the effect of which is revealing about the problem of theft

of family issues, adoption and violence of the Taliban as colonizers against

women, here the author of Afghanistan who published his novel about his

country only wanted to express to the American people that they are very
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deserving because helping victims after the completion of the war so there's

no issue of Islam which he demonstrated in the novel.

2. How those Islamic issues are presented positively or negatively in the novel.

-Positively Presented:

When there is a war between Taliban and Afghan Amir's

family issues were completed by his father's friend Rahim Khan, because

they feel guilty over this secret for 38 years. Amir Rahim decided to

contact the United States and requested that he come to her by saying

there are good roads, when Amir arrived he explained smua about a secret

between father and son Sohrab Ali also about hasan hasan and mail a

letter from which the shelf. :

Come. There is way to be good again, Rahim Khan had said on the
phone just before hanging up.

(Khalled Hosseini:2003,207)

a) Friendship

Family background is prospective to the personality

development of a child Hasan lives with Ali since his birth. He had never

known his father has never talked about his parents.

In this story, it can be seen  friendship between Amir and Hasan.

Although Hasan has just a son of hazara/ people low class in Afghan but
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Amir is always glad to be Hasan’s friend together playing and

experiencing the great adventure.

He did?” said .For you a thousand times over, he’d promised. Good

old Hasan.Good old reliable Hasan. He’d kept his promise and run

the last kite for me.

(Khalled Hosseini:2003, 77)

Amir agha and I friends ,’’Hasan said .He looked flushed.

(Khalled Hosseini:2003,80)

Part of this story is positive effect because Hasan always sacrifice

for Amir without getting  profit from him.Through them, it can be seen

the real and hearted feel friendship. Part of the children didn’t play with

Hasan because it hazara but Amir does not care about that. He is exactly

like to associate  with Hasan because Hasan can be invented to do

anything.

I had one last chance to make a decision. One final
opportunity to decide who I was going to be. I could into step
into that alley, stand up for Hasan- the way he’d stood up for me
all those times in the past – and accept whatever would happen
to me. Or I could run. In the end, I ran.

(Khalled Hosseini: 2003, 84)
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I ran because I was coward. I was afraid to Assef and
what he would do to me. I was afraid getting hurt. That’s what I
told myself believe. I actually aspired to cowardice, because the
alternative. The real reason I was running, was that Assef as
right : Nothing was free in this world. Maybe Hasan was the
piece I had to pay, the lamb I had to slay, to win Baba. Was it to
pair price? The answer floated to my conscious mind before I
could thwart it: He was just a Hazara, wasn’t  he ?

I ran back the way I’d come. Run back to he all but
deserted bazaar. I lurched to a cubicle and leaned against the
padlocked swinging doors. I stood there panting, sweating,
wishing thin had turned out some other way .

About fifteen minutes later, I head voices and running
footballs. I crouched behind the cubicle and watched Assef and
the other two sprinting by, laughing as they hurried down the
deserted lane. I forced myself to wait ten more minutes. Then I
walked back to the rutted track that run along the snow-filled
ravine. I Squinted in the dimming light and sported.Hasan
walking slowly toward me. I met him by a leafless birch tree on
the edge of the ravine.

He had the blue kite in his hands; that was the first ting I
saw. And I can’t lie now and say my eyes didn’t scan it for any
rips. His chapan had mud smudges down the front and his shirt
was ripped just bellow the collar. He stopped. Swayed on his
feet like he was .Going to collapse . Then he steadied himself  .
Handed m the kite.

(Khalled Hosseini:2003,85)

This show positive and negative. Positive because Hasan botany

take consequently for get the  blue kite Although sacrifice himself. Amir

negative because he didn’t care with friend and leave him when he strike

with another friends for get the kite because afraid himself hurt so he

decided run.
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In this Happiness, Amir does not forget Hasan. His friendship to

Hasan is heart feel; Even Hasan has assumed. Amir as his brother in the

days after, their adventures are started . They hunt for the treasure. Amir

always read his short story and learn Hasan write and reading. Hasan

always listening Amir short story because he know  Amir wont become

writer and take kite for him.

Based on the analysis above we can conclude pert o this story

describe meaningful friendship. Good fried because he can do anything

and sacrifice for Amir, so that Amir very confort play with Hasan

eventhough he is Hazara/ low class people.

b). Adoption.

Family relationship is a part of a small unity from the society

that consist of parents, their children, grand fathers, grand mother, uncle

and aunt, etc. In their relationship not always feel happy because every

person has a different ideas or though each other. Therefore, there are

many problems which are always present in family life. For members of

family have the difference way to manage and offer come his or her

problems.
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Life is a choice and process where human is born as God. Creation

in this world and this life and existence are certainly full of dramatic

dynamics. What a human faces and experiences while living in this world

will from the character of each human. Life is challenges such as

suffering, fear, anxiety, struggle for life, etc can hamper human life.

However we can not deny that by facing various life challenges. We are

going to have a certain attitude and act something to find solution.

“Your petition to adopt his young fellow. Give it up. That my advice
to you.

“You Have death certificate ?”

“Death certificates? This is Afghan we’re talk

(Khalled Hosseini:2003,355)

Most people there don’t have birth certificates.?

(Khalled Hosseini: 2003,356)

“ It is dangerous business, making promise to kids. He signed and
opened  his desk drawer again. You means to pursue this?” he said
, rummaging  through papers.
“ I mean to pursue this.”
He produced a business card. “ Then I advice you to a get good
immigration a lawyer. Omar Faizal works here in Islamabad. You
can tell him I sent you

(Khalled Hosseini: 2003,357)
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Positive seen in this story, Amir’s good ambition, other hand, is supported

because it will instrumen to self motivation of working harde For  success

adoption Sohrab as his son. Sohrab is problem solver of Amir’s problem because

he can redeem mistake at Hasan, his father’s sin, and have chidren because he

didn’t have child since having married with Soraya  15 years. Sohrab will get

civil right, parents, and justice as indirect compensation where  Hasan didn’t get

as Amir brother during 33 years.

Ambition is a necessary requirement for struggling in this life that will

produce motivation to work hard to achieve a goal. Any people get success of life

because of their great ambition. However, to avoid misleading ambition it must

be kept on the line of the well direction. The misleading ambition will, of course

inflict a loss to upon other people or the state in the larger scale. Ambition for

having a better position or self enrichment without taking care of other people

suffering is not of curse supported such ambition is potential social conflict and

therefore it can be called bad ambition.

Based on the analysis above we can conclude that Amir is success to adopt

Sohrab as problem solver of his and fathers sin to Hasan.A good ambition, in the

other hand, is supported because it will be an instrument to self motivation of

working harder for success it does non inflict a lossupon other people, because it is

kept on the right direction. In fact, the people is responsible on this work .
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-Negatively Presented

a). Stealing  in family

Social class refers to the hierarchal differentiation between individual, and

groups in societies or culture in the simplest societies, the factor that can be

divided and individual or groups into many classes are age, gender, and the

physical health and also the spiritual charisma and religious vision. While in

the complex society, economic power, occupation, education, classes ,etc. We

can see that the people that have a strong power or influence in economic,

religious or have intelligence are classified in the higher social class in the

society. So that the rich people, politicians, general officers, teacher, religious

leader are the people that always respect more than.

“Good,” Baba said, but his eyed wondered. “Now, no matter what

the mullah teaches, there is only one sin, only one. And that is

theft. Do you understand that?”

( Khalled Hosseini:2003,19)

“When you kill a man, you steal a life, ”Baba said.” You steal his

wife’s right to a husband, rob  his children of a father. When you

tell lie, you steal someone’s right

I did. When Baba was six, a theft walked into my grand father’s

house in the middle of night. My grandfather, a respected judge,

confronted him, but the thief stabbed him in the throat, killing

him instantly-and robbing Baba of a father
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“There is no act more wretched than stealing, Amir, ”Baba said.”

Baba said.” A man who takes what’s his to take ,be it a life or a

loaf of naan….I spit on such a man. And if I ever cross paths his

him, God helped him. Do you understand.

I found the idea of Baba clobbering a thief  both exhilarating and

terribly frightening .Yes Baba.

(Khalled Hossaini:2003,20).

This is a social problem of some human being. It is potential to kill people to

do wrong way of earning a living  to create criminal society. This is negative effect

people will do anything to finance their daily needs and so keep alive beside that

Amir’s father can not learn only theft sin with reason personal problem.

Baba came right out and asked. “Did you steal that money?

Did you steal Amir’s watch Hasan?”

Hasan’s reply was a single word, delivered in a thin, replay

voice:”yes”

(Khalled Hosseini:2003,114)

Except Baba stunned me by saying, “I forgive you.”Forgive? But

thieft was the one unforgiveable sin the common denominator of all

sins. “When you kill a man, you steal a life, ”Baba said.” You steal

his wife’s right to a husband, rob  his children of a father. When you

tell lie, you steal someone’s right to the truth..When you cheat, you

steal the right to fairness. Do you see?”Hadn’t Baba sat me on his
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lap and said those words to me? Then how could he just forgive

Hasan? And if Baba could forgive that, then why couldn’t he

forgive me for not being the son he’d always wanted? Why-

( Khalled Hosseini:2003,115)

How could he have lead to meal all those years? To Hasan? He
had sat me on his lap when I was little, looked me straight in the
eyes, and said, There is only one sin, only one. And that is theft…
When you tell lie, you steal someone’s right to the truth .Hadn’t he
said those  words to me? And now, fifteen years after I’d buried him,
I was learning that had been a theft. And a theft of worst kind,
because the things he’d stolen had been sacred: from me the right to
know I had a brother, from Hasan his identity, and from Ali his
honor.

( Khalled Hosseini:2003,244)

He did?” said .For you a thousand times over, he’d promised. Good

old Hasan.Good old reliable Hasan. He’d kept his promise and run

the last kite for me.

(Khalled Hosseini:2003, 77)

Amir agha and I friends ,’’Hasan said .He looked flushed.

(Khalled Hosseini:2003,80)

There is way to be good again, he’d said.

A way to end the cycle.

With a little boy. An orphan. Hassan’s son. Somewhere in Kabul.

(Khalled Hosseini:2003,254)
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This is positive because the consequence will admonish the human if

they do the wrong things. This make them feel regret and sad because Amir’s

father apologize when Hasan stealing advantages of education of religion so

the people can difference which are the good and the bad matters

By study of religion, the consequence will always lead the human to

the right ways. The consequence makes care the human of sin. This is what

Amir feel when they run away when he was child at time Hasan take a kite

for him and steal the right.

Based on the analysis above we can conclude, that stealing is not only

sin and form take something to people without permission, but steal right

child to know reality if he has family. We can learn from this problem

difference which are good and the bad matter so we can be careful.

b) Childhood.

In this story, it can be seen  friendship between Amir and Hasan.

Although Hasan has just a son of hazara/ people low class in Afghan but

Amir is always glad to be Hasan’s friend together playing and

experiencing the great adventure. When Taliban came Amir must be loose

his childhood in village which influence into his life until adult , beside

that he must move to Amerika .
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Alas the Afghanistan of youth is long dead. Kindness
is gone  from the land and you can not escape the killings.
Always the killings. In Kabul fear is every where, in the
street, in the stadium, in the market, it is part of our lives
here, Amir agha. The save ages who rule of watan don’t
care about human decency

(Khalled Hosseini:2003,233)

Do you remember how we used to sit under the
pomegranate tree   there and read from the Shamamah ?
The drought shave dried the hill and the tree hasn’t borne
fruit in years.

(Khalled Hosseini:2003,234)

I dream the lawla flowers will bloom in the streets of
Kabul again and rubbab music will play in the samovar
houses and kites will flay in the skies. And I dream that
someday you will return to Kabul to revisit the land of our
childhood . if you do, you will find and old faithful friend
waiting for you.

(Khalled Hosseini:2003,235)

“I think that’s it!” I said. “over there” I pointed to the    a
kid. If you ever get lost, Baba used to say, remember that our
street is the one with the pink house at the end of it. the pink
house  at the end of it. The pink house with the steeply
pitched roof had been in the neighborhood’s only house of
that color in the old days. It still was.

(Khalled Hosseini:2003,282)

The drive way extension that led from the gates to
the yard, where Hasan and I took turn falling the summer
we learned to ride a bike, didn’t look as wide as long as I
remember it. The Asphalt had split in a lightning- streak
pattern, and more tangles of weed sprouted through
fissures. Most of the poplar trees had been chopped down –
the trees Hasan and I used to climb to shine our mirrors
into neighbors’ homes. The ones still standing were nearly
leafless. The Wall of Ailing Corn was still there , though I
saw no corn, ailing or otherwise , along that wall sloughed
of all together. The lawn had turned the same brown as
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haze of dust hovering over the city, dotted by bald patches
of dirt where nothing grew at all.

(Khalled Hosseini:2003,283)

The house itself was far from the sprawling white mansion
I remembered from my childhood. It looked smaller . The roof
sagged and the plaster was cracked . The window to the living
room, the foyer, and the upstairs guest bath room were broken,
patched up haphazardly with sheets of clear plastic or wooden
boards nailed across the frames.

I found the window to my old bedroom ,second floor,
third window south of the main steps to the house. I stood on
tiptoes , saw nothing behind the window but shadows.  Twenty-
five years earlier, I had stood behind that same window thick
rain dripping down the panes and my breath fogging up the
class. I had watched Hasan and Ali load their belongings into
the trunk of my father’s car.

(Khalled Hosseini:2003,284)

WE HARDLY BROKE A SWEAT, Hasan and I, when he
hiked up the hill just north of Baba’s house. We scampered
about the hilltop chasing each other or sat on a sloped ridge
where there was a good view the airport in the distance. We’d
watch airplanes take of and land. Go running again.

(Khalled Hosseini:2003,285)

Negatively illustrated Amir’s journey. This journey start from a

very peaceful hometown with a very happy family and friend. However,

this novel shows after the appearance of Taliban, Amir family and friend

scatter even died.

c.)  Violence

The violence for women is incorrect law and religion, because it is

the violation of the basic rights. The violence doesn’t mean the act that
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can be finished the problem because it can damage the other people.

Whenever individuals, group or communities are faced with problem one

way to solve it is by resorting to violence. Te better way is to attempt to

solve the problem by peaceful means, avoiding violence and

confrontation. Peaceful means may take various forms. In fact it is the

nature of the problem which will determine which of these peaceful

methods is applicable to the given situation.

All societies, every where in the world, have rules of the way in

which language used in social interaction. It is interesting to observe,

however, that these rules my vary widely between society and another.

Differentiation of the type of social culture can often lead, in crosscultural

communication, to misunderstanding. Talking about moral, it must be

related with attitude, behavior, action, which done by someone or society.

People are sometimes different in measuring “ good and bad” the measure

the goodness/ badness with their religion or their beliefs.

His eyes settled on the young woman wearing the black
shawl. He spoke in Russian to Karim without taking hiss eyes
of her. Karim gave a curt replay in Russian, which the soldier
returned with an even curter resort. The Afghan soldier said
something too, in a law reasoning voice. But the Russian
soldier shouted something that made the other two flinch. I
could feel Baba  tightening up next to me. Karim cleared his
throad, dropped his head. Said the solder wanted a half hour
with the lady in the back of the truck.The young woman
pulled the shawl down over her face. Burs Into tears. The
toddler sitting in her husband’s lap starting The husband’s
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face had become as pale as the moon hovering  Above, He
told Karim to ask “ Mister Solder Sahib” to show a little
mercy, may be he had a sister or a mother, may be  he had
wife too. The Russian listened to Karim a barked a series of
words

“It’s his price for letting us pass, Karim said. He couldn’t
bringing himself to look the husband in the eye.

“But we’ve paid a fair price already. He is getting paid good
money,” the husband said.

Karim and the Russian soldier spoke. He says…. he say

Every price has a tax.

(Khalled Hosseini:2003,125)

Negative because the policeman didn’t to their job as up

The other day, I accompanied Farzana jan to the bazaar to buy some

potatoes and naan, She asked the vendor how much the potatoes co

st but he did not hear, I think he had a deaf ear she asked louder

and suddenly a young Talib ran over and hit her on the thighs with

his wooden stick. He struck her so hard she feel down. He was scre

aming at her and cursing and saying the Ministry of Vice and Virt

ue does not allow women to speak loudly. She had a large purple

bruise on her  leg for days but what could I do except stand and wat

ch my wife get beaten ? if I fought, that dog would have surely put a

bullet in me, and gladly ! Then What would happen to my Sohrab?

the streets are full enough already of hungry orphans and every day

i thank Allah that I am alive, not because I fear death, but because

my wife has a husband and my son is not an orphan.

(Khalled Hosseini: 2003,234)
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negative effects because it uses violence against a woman he'd

better warn as learning so she will not make the same mistake

misunderstanding that he also had the problem because we are not asking

to Farzana



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion.

Literary work conveys message to human being abut reality of life. It also

give much information such as history, social, culture, and religious including

family. In this chapter, the writer can concludes what has been analyzed in the

previous chapter as follow:

1. Something that most signalized in his novel is about the values of

friendship. Although Hasan is hazara/ lower class people but Amir is

still glad to be Hasan’s friend. He does not care with Hasan status.

Hasan can do anything and sacrifice for him without hope profit

because of responsibility, Inhuman attitude of the Taliban can draw

on the fate of the narrator Amir's, where she lost her childhood,

friendship, and family

2. Simple life better than glamour life without anyharmonious. Material

is one of most important thing in our life, it can not guarantee as

happiness. Happiness of someone is not measured by anything

including material. Therefore let us make sure ourself that every

body has a problem and every problem will definitely have solution.

39
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3. Like wise, the problems in family relationship between husband and

wife, and parents and children will definitely be conflicts. Because

they have difference ideas. This have effect positive and negative

can be take as learning in live so that we can careful if have problem.

4. Here there is no issue ,the issue of Islam that in the show but the

Author of origin Afghanistan publish his novel in America to

describe the America of Afghanistan, Amir and Soraya That even

big and lived in America but they still in love with countries willing

to build origin hospital for the victims Afghan war.

A. Suggestion.

In the end of this research, the writer makes some suggestions from the  novel

“ The Kite Runner” by Khalled Hosseini for the reader:

1.) Indonesian people should be careful in reading the novel, it seems to

religious but no.

2.) Deed and behavior are always  based on religion and moral values

3.) Money can not solve many things. Actually, love, togetherness, friendship,

can solve any things even if the hardest one.

4.) Selfish not only bad for other people but also lead the person whom that

attitude, to a great trouble.

5.) Faith, braveness and patient will lead us from wrong one to the right one.
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It is important to help other people in all situations because we as human

being must also need other people help other side, we have to remember the

goodness of other people to us although it just little bit.

The writer hopes this writing can be useful for students who are

concentrated is studying literary work. And will become and inspiration, a

lesson, for people around the world of the importance in understanding and

respecting for human right.

In addition, the writer realizes that analysis is far from the

completeness, but at least she has tried to put out of all her ability to make

the analysis better. Therefore, the writer will be pleased to receive some

critiques from the reader if they find some lacks of the writing.
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APPENDICS



Synopsis of the novel

The narrator, Amir, recalls a day in the winter of 1975 that changes his

life. On this day, he remembers hiding behind a crumbling mud wall, peering

down an alley. He does not go into greater detail, but he notes that the memory

haunts him. He speaks of committing suicide. He also recalls a phone call he

received the summer before from his friend Rahim Khan, who requests that Amir

visit him in Pakistan. After the phone call, Amir walks through San Francisco,

where he now lives. He sees two kites and remembers the words Rahim Khan

said before he hung up- “There is a way to be good again.Hassan is another

childhood friend. He has a cleft lip, but is otherwise beautiful. Hassan is always

loyal to Amir and tries unfailingly to please him. Hassan’s father is Ali, who

works for Amir’s father. They live in a mud shack on the property. Hassan’s

mother left one week after he was born to live with traveling dancers. This is

considered very shameful. Amir’s father is well-to-do and they own an estate in

an affluent neighborhood in northern Kabul. Amir calls his father Baba. Baba has

many friends, but his best friend is Rahim Khan. Amir’s mother died while giving

birth to him. Ali’s lower facial muscles are paralyzed, so he cannot show much

emotion. He also has a twisted right leg, which causes him to have a strange walk.

He is a Hazara and a Shi’a Muslim. Amir’s family is Pashtun and Sunni Muslim.

Which he recieves verbal abuse by the Pastuns for. Hassan and Amir grew up



together. Amir’s first word was Baba. Hassan’s was Amir. Amir believes this laid

the foundation for what happened in 1975.

Baba is a formidable man, both in stature and business. Amir longs to

be close to him, but always fears his father is distant because his wife died giving

birth to Amir. Some of Baba’s businesses are an orphanage, a restaurant, and a

carpet-exporting business. He is one of the richest merchants in Kabul. Baba says

that theft is the one true sin. All other sins (such as murder) are variants of theft.

He believes that a murderer robs a wife of a husband, a child of a father. Baba’s

father was murdered when Baba was a child. Amir overhears a conversation

between Baba and Rahim Khan. Baba says that he doesn’t understand Amir

because he does not stand up for himself. Even when teased and pushed in the

streets, Amir lets Hassan defend him. Baba does not respect this quality, and says

that if he did not see Amir’s birth, he would not believe Amir is his son. Rahim

Khan says Amir just lacks a mean streak. Baba is glad Rahim Khan understands

Amir and can be close to him. The next day, Amir snaps at Hassan out of

jealousy. Amir says he does have a mean streak.

Baba’s father was a judge who adopted an orphan and raised the boy along

with his son. The orphan was Ali. Baba never refers to Ali as a friend, and Amir

realizes he never refers to Hassan as a friend. Hassan and Ali are servants in

Baba’s home. Amir goes to school, but Hassan does not. Amir reads to Hassan.

One time, Amir pretends to read, but makes up his own story. When he finishes,



Hassan claps and says it is the best story he has heard. . He mentions that he would

love to hear stories like the one he just shared. Amir writes his first short story that

night. Amir brings the story to Baba, but he is not interested. Rahim Khan reads

the story and writes Amir a note, encouraging him to write because he has a God-

given talent, especially his understanding of irony. Amir wishes Rahim Khan was

his father. He shares the story with Hassan, who points out a problem with the

plot, Amir's first introduction to the plot hole. Amir is astounded and slightly

angry, because an illiterate, uneducated boy can find something he could not. At

the end of this chapter Amir says that suddenly Afgahnistan changed forever.

Amir and Hassan’s conversation is cut short by an explosion and gunfire.

Ali hides with the boys during the attack. Amir and Hassan are stopped by Assef,

the neighborhood bully. He is relentlessly cruel to Hassan because he is Hazara.

Assef says Hitler was a great leader, and the new president should follow his plan

to get rid of the Hazara. (Assef himself has blue eyes and blonde hair because his

mother is German; he points out, however, that his mother despises Hitler.)

Hassan pulls a slingshot on Assef, but Assef says he will get them later. For

Hassan’s twelfth birthday, Baba arranges for Hassan to have his cleft lip repaired

by a plastic surgeon. After the surgery, his scar is barely noticeable.

During the icy winter months, the schools of Kabul are closed. Kites are

a popular activity. It is one of the only interests that Amir shares with Baba. Kabul

holds kite-fighting tournaments that are greatly anticipated. Baba takes the boys to



Saifo, a shoe repairman and the city’s most famous kite maker.The kite strings are

coated with glue and glass so that the opponent's kite string can be cut down

during the fight. Kite runners run after kites after their strings are cut, chasing

them until they land. The runner gets to keep the kite, but the grand prize is the

last cut kite. Hassan was the greatest kite runner.

Amir wins the annual kite fight as Baba watches. Amir wonders if Baba is

proud of him or proud of Hassan. Hassan runs after the last kite Amir cut, as Amir

plans to present the kite to Baba as a trophy. Amir looks for Hassan and finds him

cornered in an alley by Assef and his friends. They want to take the kite and beat

up Hassan. Assef tells Hassan that he is not really Amir’s friend, but his servant.

They start to beat Hassan as Amir crouches behind a wall, watching because he is

too afraid to step in. Assef rapes Hassan as his friends hold him down. Amir runs

away. He later meets Hassan and pretends he doesn’t know what happened.

Hassan gives Amir the kite, and Amir wonders if Hassan knows Amir saw. Amir

gives the kite to Baba, who is proud of Amir.

Hassan avoids Amir and spends most of his time in bed. Ali asks

Amir if he knows what happened the night of the kite fight. Amir snaps and tells

Ali to do his work. Baba shows a lot of interest in Amir, even taking him to the

movies. For one particular outing, Amir hopes to go with just Baba, but Baba

invites three van loads of friends to go along. Amir cannot enjoy any of this

because he feels guilty. Amir becomes an insomniac as a result of his guilt. Hassan



attempts to be friendly with Amir again, but Amir pushes him away. Amir angers

Baba by asking if he ever thought about getting new servants. Their relationship

deteriorates. Amir tries to start a pomegranate fight with Hassan, but Hassan will

not fight back. He takes a pomegranate and smashes it into his own head instead of

hitting Amir. This shows Hassan's loyalty to Amir. Baba throws a huge thirteenth

birthday party for Amir. Assef presents Amir with a gift- a biography of Hitler.

Rahim Khan tells Amir that he can talk to him anytime and gives a blank book for

writing.

Amir realizes that he cannot live with Hassan anymore. Amir lies and

tells Baba that Hassan stole his birthday money and watch, a gift from his father.

Baba talks to Ali, and then confronts Hassan with Amir. Hassan admits to stealing

to protect Amir. Amir realizes that Hassan knew everything- including his hiding

behind the wall instead of helping him. Baba surprises Amir by forgiving Hassan.

Ali tells Baba they are leaving. Baba begs them to stay, but they leave. This is the

first time Amir sees Baba cry. Baba drives Ali and Hassan to the bus station.

In March of 1981, Amir and Baba flee Kabul, taking only a few personal items.

They do this in secret because spies for the Russian soldiers are everywhere. They are

headed for Pakistan. At the border, they are stopped by soldiers. They say they can

cross the border after they have half an hour with the young woman traveling with

them. Baba protests and the young soldier pulls a gun on Baba, who won’t back

down. An older officer stops the younger soldier and allows them to pass. The group



is supposed to change vehicles, but the second truck has been broken for weeks. Baba

nearly kills the man when he realizes the man only transported them for the money.

They will have to wait for the truck to be repaired, along with thirty other refugees

and rats. In the basement, they meet Kamal and his father, friends from Kabul. Kamal

was raped just like Hassan. Kamal does not speak anymore. All of the refugees are

transported in a fuel truck to Pakistan. Kamal dies during the trip, apparently from gas

fumes. Kamal’s father kills himself because he feels that he just lost his last valuable

aspect in life.

Baba and Amir settle in Fremont, California. Baba does not fit in and is not

happy working at a gas station. He says he came to America for Amir. Amir says,"For

me, America was a place to bury my memories. For Baba, a place to mourn his" Amir

graduates High School in 1983 at the age of 20, after graduation Baba takes him out

to dinner and then to a bar where they drink. Baba winds up drinking too much but

makes a good impression on all the patrons of the bar and buys them all rounds of

drinks. When they get home Baba tells Amir to drive to the end of the block, a Ford

Grand Torino is sitting there, Baba said it needed work, but it ran and will be needed

for Amir to go to College. Amir displeases his father when he tells him he wants to

major in English in college.

Amir and Baba buy a VW bus and go to frequent garage sales. They then sell

the items at a profit at the flea market. Amir meets Soraya, the daughter of Baba’s old

friend, General Taheri. Amir begins to court Soraya. She asks to read one of his



stories. Though Baba does make many allusions to honor and pride (dissuading Amir

from flirting with Soraya), ultimately, the reason Amir stops courting Soraya is

because of Soraya's father who finds the two talking alone together in the market.

Amir had given Soraya one of his stories, which Soraya's father promptly threw in the

garbage.

Baba is diagnosed with inoperable lung cancer. Baba refuses treatment. He

collapses with a seizure at the flea market. Soraya and her family visit. Days later,

Baba arranges Amir’s engagement to Soraya. She worries that her past- she ran away

with a man and lived with him for a month- will cause Amir to not want to marry her.

Amir envies her because her secret is out.

Amir and Soraya are married. She moves in with Amir and Baba because Baba

is so sick. She takes responsibility for Baba’s care. She reads Amir’s stories to Baba.

He dies one month later in his sleep The couple settles into a routine. Amir finishes

his first novel in 1988. The book is released the following year. Amir remembers

Hassan’s belief of his writing ability. The couple try to conceive for one year. They

are unsuccessful and try in-vitro fertilization. They consider adoption, and General

Taheri, her father, does not approve. They decide not to adopt.

Amir and Soraya, have a Cocker Spaniel, named Aflatoon, which means Plato

in Farsi, they said, “that if you looked hard enough into the dog’s black eye’s that

you’d swear he was thinking wise thoughts.” Soraya, has been teaching at the same

school for six years. Amir tells Soraya that he has to go to Pakistan to visit Rahim



Khan, who is very sick. Amir, believes that there is an un-spoken secret between

Rahim Khan and himself. This is foreshadowing the fact that Rahim Khan knows all

about Hassan, and how he is Amir’s brother and will soon tell him. Rahim Khan, has

also always known about the circumstances surrounding Hassan, being raped, and

what Amir did in order to get Hassan and Ali out of his life. Amir finally decides to

go to Pakistan and visit Rahim Khan.

Amir returns to Pakistan. Amir sees an ill Rahim Khan, who tells Amir about

the unbearable life of Afghans under Taliban rule. Rahim Khan was happy at first

when the Taliban defeated the Russian soldiers because he thought life in Kabul

would improve. Most people felt this way because they thought the fighting would

stop. Rahim Khan tells Amir that Hassan lived with him in Baba’s house in Kabul

after he left. He says he wants to tell Amir about Hassan.

Rahim Khan found Hassan in 1986. Hassan was married and his wife was

expecting a baby. Ali had been killed by a land mine. Hassan asked many questions

about Amir and wanted to know if Khan would read a letter from Amir. He wept

when told about Baba’s death. Hassan and his wife decide to move with Rahim Khan,

but will only live in the hut and work as servants so as not to offend Amir. Hassan’s

daughter was stillborn. Hassan’s mother returns to see him, disfigured from a recent

knife attack. They nurse her back to health. Hassan’s wife gave birth to a son named

Sohrab.



Hassan’s mother died four years later. Hassan taught his son to be a kite

runner. The Taliban banned kite fighting shortly after taking power. Taliban fighters

massacred the Hazaras in Mazar-i-Sharif.

Amir asks where Hassan can be found. Rahim Khan hands him a picture of

Hassan and his son and a letter. In the letter, Hassan tells him about living under

Taliban rule and his family. Hassan clearly wishes to see his friend Amir. A month

after Rahim Khan left for Pakistan, Taliban officers came to take the house. Hassan

refused to leave. He and his wife were shot dead. Rahim Khan asks Amir to go to

Kabul and bring 10 year old Sohrab to him. He also tells Amir that Ali was sterile.

Hassan was also Baba’s son. Hassan never knew.

Amir feels betrayed and angry. He feels his father is a thief because he stole his

brother and dishonored Ali. He realizes that he, like his father, betrayed the one

person who would have done anything for him. He thinks about the good life Hassan

could have had in America but due to his actions he did not. Amir decides to go to

Kabul.

Amir enters Afghanistan with the help of Farid, a man who has contempt for

Amir because he was born with privilege. Farid dislikes Amir at first because he

believes that the only reason Amir is returning to Afghanistan is so he can sell off

property, and ultimately make money. Farid takes Amir to Wahid's house. There,

Amir is served a dinner, which he offers to share with Wahid's children. Amir notices

that the children are staring at his watch. During dinner, Amir reveals to Wahid and



his family that he has returned to Afghanistan in order to rescue his half brother's son.

This is suprising, because Amir is very reluctant to reveal his father's lack of pride and

honor. Later on, he overhears Wahid and his wife arguing that they had to give food

to Amir since he was a guest, even though they barely had any food for themselves.

Farid thinks better of him when he learns why he is going to Kabul. Farid and Amir

leave the house, and Amir gives his watch to one of the children. However, Amir

realizes the kids weren't staring at his watch at all, they were staring at his food. At

the very end of the chapter, Amir puts money under his matress for the children to

find and buy food with. He also realized it had been 26 years since he had put money

under someone's bed; the first time, however, was for a terrible purpose. This reveals

how much Amir has grown and changed as a man.

Amir enters Kabul and is shocked by the destruction and begging children.

Amir and Farid locate the orphanage where Sohrab has been living. Amir convinces

the director to help them find Sohrab by referring to his skills with the slingshot.

When the director lets Amir and Farid in, he regretfully informs Amir that a Talib

Official had come to the orphanage and bought Sohrab. Farid is furious about this,

and accuses the director of selling the children to make a profit. He then begins to

strangle the director until Amir intervenes. The director informs Farid and Amir that

he has no choice but to sell some of the children. He says that if he refused, the

Taliban would take as many children as they want instead. He adds that he had spent

his life savings on the orphanage, and instead of escaping to Pakistan like many others



did, he chose to stay and run the orphanage. The director then instructs Amir and

Farid to go to Ghazi stadium, and look for the Talib official with the black sunglasses,

this man will know where Sohrab is.

Amir and Farid visit Amir's childhood home, and they find his neighborhood is

now home to the rich Taliban. The next day, they go to Ghazi Stadium to find the

official who bought Sohrab. The stadium is filled with people watching soccer.

During halftime, a man and a woman are stoned to death for adultery on the field by a

man in white and wearing "John Lennon sunglasses," the Taliban official. Amir and

Farid arrange for a three o’clock appointment with the official. Amir goes in alone to

see the official, who lives in a palatial home. He is verbally abused and threatened by

the official, who instructs guards to bring Sohrab to the room. He looks just like

Hassan. Sohrab is dressed almost like a court jester, wearing make-up, and forced to

dance whenever music is played.

The official asks Amir where “babalu” is, in reference to Ali. He removes his

glasses, and Amir realizes the official is actually Assef. Assef says he can have

Sohrab, but first he has to earn him. Assef tells his guards not to come in the room, no

matter what they hear. He and Amir have unsettled business. Only one of them will

come out alive. If it is Amir, then the guards will have to let Amir and Sohrab go.

Assef beats Amir badly, breaking his nose and teeth. Amir starts laughing. He

believes it is funny how just now that he is being beaten up he finally feels comfort.

His laughing angers Assef more. The fight ends when Sohrab points his slingshot at



Assef, who lunges at Sohrab. Sohrab’s shot takes out Assef’s eye. This fulfilles the

taunt of Hassan of calling him a "One Eyed Assef". Sohrab helps Amir out of the

house. Farid drives them away.

Amir fades in and out of consciousness. He wakes up two days later in a

hospital with a broken jaw, punctured lung, ruptured spleen, and other injuries. Rahim

Khan has left town, leaving a letter for Amir. He tells Amir that he should forgive

himself for what happened to Hassan and he should also forgive Baba someday. Baba

was torn between two sons and took out his frustration on Amir. Rahim Khan also

leaves his money in a safe deposit box for Amir.

Amir has to be moved soon because the Taliban are looking for him. Amir

bonds slowly with Sohrab over cards. The people Amir planned to leave Sohrab with

were made up by Rahim Khan. Amir takes him to Islamabad.

Amir wakes up one night and Sohrab is gone. He finds him by the mosque.

Sohrab says he is beginning to forget what his parents look like. Sohrab is ashamed of

what Assef did to him. Amir offers to take him to live with him in America. Amir

calls his wife and tells her about Hassan, what happened in Kabul, and his desire to

adopt Sohrab.

A man at the American Embassy in Islamabad says adopting Sohrab is

impossible, due to the fact that Amir would need death certificates of his parents

(Hassan and Farzana), when most people in Afghanistan hardly had birth certificates.



Also, he would need to prove that Sohrab is really his half nephew, which was nearly

impossible as well. However, he still gives them the name of an immigration lawyer.

Amir meets with the lawyer who says Sohrab may have to wait in an orphanage. He is

willing to help. Soraya arranges for a humanitarian visa to get Sohrab into the U.S.

Later, Amir tells Sohrab that he would need to go to an orphanage again. Terrified,

Sohrab becomes very upset. Later that night, Sohrab was taking a bath; Amir enters to

talk with Sohrab, but finds that he has slit his wrists with a razorblade. It was said that

Amir was still screaming after the ambulance arrived.

Sohrab tries to commit suicide rather than be put in an orphanage. He survives,

but he tells Amir he wishes that he had died. Sohrab does not speak for a year after

that. Amir and Sohrab go home to America. Sohrab remains silent. At a party thrown

by the American Afghan community, Amir buys Sohrab a kite. The two of them kite

fight together and win. Just as he and Hassan had done years earlier. Amir is Sohrab’s

kite runner, and for the first time Sohrab smiles for Amir.
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